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D’ARRIGO FENNEL– A Featured Favorite
Fennel is one of those vegetables that can take your dishes to the next
level. The fennel coming from D’arrigo/Andy Boy is not only top of the
line in terms of taste, but it is also dependably consistent in terms of
quality. When served raw, fennel delivers a fresh, crunchy, anise
flavor to salads, sandwiches, and slaws. It is a perfect foil to rich and
sweet flavors, and texture. We recommend using a mandolin to shave
it very thinly, and pair it with complimentary flavors like sweet fall
produce. Fennel is a low calorie, supports heart and bone health, and
will even boost your immune system during flu season.
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Do not forget! Every part of the fennel bulb is edible (except for the
woody core). Use fennel fronds as elegant garnishes, salad greens, or
work them into pesto.
Use a mandolin to yield super thin strips of fennel that can be worked
easily into salads and sandwiches.
Pair licoricey fennel with complimentary sweet flavors such as apples,
pears, rich cheese, and caramelized onions.
Braising and roasting fennel transforms it from crisp and bright to deeply
jammy and sweet. Try braising it with dry white wine, garlic, and a touch
of brown sugar.

WINTER SQUASH, CAULIFLOWER & BEETS – These are some of the best winter treats!
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Roasted winter squash becomes almost candy-like in the oven. It can
be served as a side dish with brown butter, used as the base for
fall/winter salads, or pureed into a rich bisque.
Do not throw away that squash rind! Many varieties including acorn
and butternut can actually be eaten! Squash rinds add earthy, nutty
flavor to your dishes and are also beautiful to look at.
Try lightening up your mashed potatoes by replacing them with
mashed rosemary cauliflower and white beans with whole garlic. Or
go meatless with chili-rubbed cauliflower tacos!
Raw beets can be blended into smoothies and sauces for an instant
healthy kick that also provides stunning color to any dish. Earthy beets
pair beautifully with bold flavors like pecans, goat cheese, and chilies.

Eating seasonally is on-trend in restaurants all over the country. Diners
enjoy menus that change with the seasons and that celebrate the unique
treats each bring. Luckily, this season promises a bounty of visually
stunning and flavor rich commodities that inspire endless culinary
potential. Winter squash, cauliflower, and beets are high on my list of
items to feature on menus because all of them are versatile, full of flavor
and nutrients, and gorgeous on any plate. Squash and beets are quite
hearty and require longer cooking times, but it’s completely worth it.
Both become concentrated in flavor when allowed to roast slowly which
draws out their nature sugars and earthy taste profiles. And cauliflower
has exploded on the market over the last year, taking the place of many
complex starches and grains on many menus!

APPLES & PEARS – October is #NationalAppleMonth, let’s celebrate!
Now that we have covered fall and winter vegetables, let’s turn to the stars of the
sweet stars of the season: Gala apples, Red Delicious apples, and D’Anjou pears. With
incredible natural sugars that caramelize deeply in the oven, Gala apples have a balance
of intense sweet-tart flavor and will not fall apart when thrown into the oven. They are
perfect for baking into pies, breads, and other sweet treats. Red Delicious apples, the
icon of schoolyard lunches everywhere, are enjoying a renaissance in the culinary
world. They are best shaved raw into salads and slaws to showcase their classic, bright
red skins. Many professional chefs choose the D’Anjou pear for their versatility. The
most important thing to know about D’Anjou pears is that they do not change color as
they ripen and that they are best ripened at room temperature where they attain their
subtle sweetness and hints at a refreshing lemon-lime flavor.
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Gala apples are the perfect option for classic desserts
like caramel Tarte Tatin and apple cake, and their bright
flavor pairs well with nuts, seeds, and burnt sugar.
Try shredding Red Delicious apples with raw jicama and
red onion for a kicky, bright garnish for pan-seared fish
and chicken. Just make sure you use enough citrus to
avoid oxidization.
Seared D’Anjou pears are a lovely side dish to roasted
meat, especially when left to caramelize a bit in pan
drippings. The rich sweetness compliments the umami
flavors perfectly!
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